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ABSTRACT: The precise architectures of viruses and virus-
like particles are proving to be highly advantageous in
synthetic materials applications. Not only can these nano-
containers be harnessed as active materials, but they can be
exploited for examining the effects of in vivo “cell-like”
crowding and confinement on the properties of the
encapsulated cargo. Here we report the first example of
intermolecular communication between two proteins coen-
capsulated within the capsid architecture of the bacteriophage
P22. Using a genetically engineered three-protein fusion
between the P22 scaffold protein, and the FRET pair, GFP,
and a red fluorescent protein (mCherry), we were able to
direct the encapsulation of the genetic fusion when coexpressed with P22 coat protein. These self-assembled P22 capsids are
densely packaged, occupying more than 24% of the available volume, and the molecular design assures a 1:1 ratio of the
interacting proteins. To probe the effect of crowding and confinement on the FRET communication in this nanoenvironment,
we spaced the donor−acceptor pair with variable length flexible linkers and examined the effect on FRET inside the capsid
compared to the same tethered FRET pairs free in solution. The P22 system is unique in that the capsid morphology can be
altered, without losing the encapsulated cargo, resulting in a doubling of the capsid volume. Thus, we have additionally examined
the encapsulated fusions at two different internal concentrations. Our results indicate that FRET is sensitive to the expansion of
the capsid and encapsulation enforces significant intermolecular communication, increasing FRET by 5-fold. This P22
coencapsulation system is a promising platform for studying crowding, enforced proximity, and confinement effects on
communication between active proteins.

■ INTRODUCTION

Viruses and virus-like particles (VLPs) have been appreciated
by a wide range of disciplines for their bottom-up self-assembly
to form highly symmetric and monodisperse architectures and
for their chemical and genetic plasticity.1−4 These versatile
biocompatible vessels have been used to encapsulate a range of
catalytic centers, addressable polymers, drugs, and active
proteins such as enzymes and fluorescent proteins.5−16 VLP
encapsulation has the ability to direct high-density packaging of
cargo and an extension of this approach is the directed
coencapsulation of interacting partners. The allowed, or
enforced, communication between partners is of considerable
interest to develop and understand spatial and concentration-
dependent interactions in crowded nanoscale environments.17

Directed multiprotein encapsulation inside a nanocontainer has
proven to be nontrivial and thus far has only been shown by
one group.18 However, in this scheme there was little control
over the stoichiometry of the two encapsulated proteins with

the reported ratio being an average of the population. We
report here a solution to this issue through covalent linking of
our protein partners assuring a 1:1 ratio in every capsid.
Additionally, this covalent linkage assures control over the
adjacency and distribution of the proteins. This control over
adjacency is inherent to our P22 encapsulation system and
crucial to probing communication between the encapsulated
protein partners.
Protein−protein communication can be probed by Förster

resonance energy transfer (FRET), which has a strong distance
dependence (1/r6).19,20 Additionally, the power of FRET has
been utilized to probe structural characteristics of virus
particles.21,22 By comparing the FRET communication between
two proteins, covalently linked by polyglycine stretches with
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variable length and encapsulated within a VLP, or free in
solution, we have a sensitive tool for measuring the effects of
spatial confinement on their interactions.
We have developed a system by which genetically fused

FRET partners, GFP, and mCherry, separated by oligomeric
glycine spacers, can be encapsulated within the P22
bacteriophage capsid with high specificity, high local concen-
tration, and in an exact 1:1 ratio (Figure 1). Based on the

naturally occurring scaffold protein templated assembly of the
bacteriophage P22 capsid, our system genetically fuses the
protein cargo of interest to a truncated version of the scaffold
protein resulting in spontaneous in vivo assembly of P22
capsids containing many copies of the cargo-scaffold fusion. In
addition, gently heating the P22 capsids to 65 °C results in a
well-characterized expansion of the capsid, which roughly
doubles the interior volume while maintaining the encapsulated
fusions.23 The GFP−mCherry distance distributions would be
sensitive to local concentration and molecular crowding
because the polyglycine spacers that separate them are designed
to be flexible rather than rigid. The P22 encapsulation system
described here is, thus, ideally suited to study intermolecular
communication in crowded nanoenvironments as we have
specific high density packaging and the container is controllably
modular, allowing us to investigate the same communicating
pairs in two distinctive environments.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
P22 Catenated Fusion Assembler Plasmid Design. The

background plasmid for all constructs was the pET11a-mCherry-
SP141- P22 assembler plasmid (Novagen).24 To create the catenated
fusion assembler plasmid, standard PCR was used to amplify the gene
for EGFP and add a 5′ XmaI (Fwd primer: aacccgggaagggggtgaag-
gaagtaatgaagatc) and a 3′ SacI (Rvs primer: aagagctccttgttcttctcagg-
cagcagaga) recognition sequences. This product was inserted upstream
of the mCherry gene in the aforementioned assembler plasmid.
Next, to create the different linker lengths, a duplex DNA strand

was ordered from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT Inc., Coralville,
IA) which coded for six glycines with SacI restriction sites on both
ends. (aaagagctcGGTGGCGGAGGGGGTGGAgagctcaaa). The SacI
site, which is between the EGFP and mCherry genes, was cut and the
digested 6xGly DNA ligated in. The ligated plasmid was transformed
into XL-2Blue ultracompetent cells (Agilent Technologies, Santa
Clara, CA) and colonies were screened via single pass sequencing for
the incorporation of one, two, or three of these spacers. The confirmed
sequence fusion plasmids were subsequently transformed into BL21 E.
coli (EMD Chemicals) for protein expression.

Unencapsulated Catenated Fusion Design. Using the
catenated fusion assembler plasmids described above, the gene for
the EGFP-6gly(n)-mCherry-SP141 fusion was amplified using standard
PCR adding a 5′ SacI (Fwd primer aaggatccGCaagggggtgaaggaagtaat-
gaagatc) and a 3′ XhoI (Rvs primer aactcgagttatcggattccttaaagttttgcctt-
tagcttgcgg) recognition site. These genes were ligated into a linearized
pET-Duet-1 vector (Novagen) such that the protein product has a N-
terminal 6xHis tag. Ligated plasmids were transformed into BL21 E.
coli (EMD Chemicals) and colonies were screened via fluorescence of
EGFP and mCherry using a benchtop fluorescent scope (Nikon
Eclipse E600, mercury lamp power supply).

Protein Purification. Transformed BL21 (DE3) E. coli were
grown to an OD600nm = 0.6 and then induced with 1 mM IPTG. The
culture was allowed to grow an additional 4 h at 37 °C with vigorous
shaking. The bacteria were separated from the media by centrifugation
at 3700× rpm for 15 min. The cell pellets were resuspended in 50 mM
phosphate buffer (100 mM NaCl, pH 7.2) and frozen at −20 °C
overnight. The next day, the cell pellets were thawed and incubated
with DNase (20 mg/mL), RNase (30 mg/mL), and lysozyme (15 mg/
mL; Sigma-Aldrich) for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were lysed
further by sonication (40% duty cycle, 5 min three times with a 2 min
cool down between) on ice. The cell debris was removed via
centrifugation at 5000× rpm for 45 min.

For the P22 encapsulated samples, clarified lysate (25 mL) was
layered on top of a 35% (w/v) sucrose cushion (5 mL) and
centrifuged at 48000 rpm for 50 min in an ultracentrifuge (Sorvall WX
Ultra). The resulting virus pellet was resuspended in 50 mM
phosphate buffer (25 mM NaCl pH 7.0) and spun at 17000g for 20
min to remove any particulates and lipid. The virus was then dialyzed
against the aforementioned buffer overnight.

The unencapsulated free catenated fusion clarified lysate was loaded
onto a HisTrap HP Column (Amersham) using an AKTA FPLC (GE
Healthcare). Samples were washed with 20 mM imidizole in 20 mM
phosphate, 500 mM NaCl, pH 8. Protein was eluted with 500 mM
imidizole and dialyzed against 50 mM phosphate, 25 mM NaCl, pH
7.0 extensively.

Size Exclusion Chromatography. Protein samples were addi-
tionally purified via SEC. Encapsulated samples were centrifuged at
17000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant was loaded on to a
preparative S-500 Sephadex (GE Healthcare) 80 mL column using an
AKTA Pharmacia FPLC. The flow rate was 1 mL/minute using 50
mM phosphate buffer (25 mM NaCl pH 7.0) and the elution volume
was 150 mL. Protein (280 nm) and the chromophore (490 nm for
EGFP and 585 nm for mCherry) wavelengths were monitored
simultaneously (Figure S1).

To achieve the expanded morphology, capsids were heated for 15
min at 65 °C and were centrifuged at 17000 rpm for 10 min. The
supernatant was loaded on to a preparative Superose 6 (GE
Healthcare) 30 mL column using an AKTA Pharmacia FPLC. The
flow rate was 0.5 mL/minute using 50 mM phosphate buffer (25 mM
NaCl pH 7.0) and the elution volume was 30 mL. Protein (280 nm)
and the chromophore (490 nm for EGFP and 585 nm for mCherry)
wavelengths were monitored simultaneously (Figure S2).

Free, unencapsulated samples, after elution from the His-Trap
column and dialysis, were centrifuged at 17000 rpm for 5 min and the
supernatant was loaded on to a preparative Superose 6 (GE
Healthcare) 30 mL column using an AKTA Pharmacia FPLC. The
flow rate was 0.5 mL/min using 50 mM phosphate buffer (25 mM
NaCl pH 7.0) and the elution volume was 30 mL. Protein (280 nm)
and the chromophore (490 nm for EGFP and 585 nm for mCherry)
wavelengths were monitored simultaneously. Fractions containing
both the GFP and mCherry absorbance were collected and pooled.

Size Exclusion Chromatography: Multiangle Light Scatter-
ing. P22 capsid samples were separated by HPLC (Agilent 1200) size
exclusion chromatography (WTC-0200S column, Wyatt Technolo-
gies) at a flow rate of 0.7 mL/min. The mobile phase was 50 mM
phosphate buffer (100 mM NaCl, 200 ppm sodium azide, pH 7.2).
Samples (25 μL) were injected on the column and run for 30 min and
elution was monitored using UV−vis detector (Agilent), a refractive
index detector (Wyatt), and light scattering was detected with a Dawn

Figure 1. Representation of the P22 encapsulation system. The genes
for GFP, mCherry, and truncated P22 scaffold protein (SP141) were
expressed as one genetic fusion. This triple fusion was coexpressed
with P22 coat protein, which results in the spontaneous self-assembly
into the P22 particles containing ∼100 copies of the fusion.
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8 (Wyatt). Average Mw and Rg were determined from a fit of the data
using a Zimm plot in the Astra software from Wyatt.
Dynamic Light Scattering. Dynamic light scattering was

measured at 90° with a 661 nm diode laser (Brookhaven 90Plus
particle size analyzer) and the correlation function was fit using a non
negatively constrained least-squares analysis to yield a hydrodynamic
radius (RH) for the particles.
Agarose Gel. Samples were mixed with loading dye (40% glycerol,

bromophenol blue) and loaded into the wells of a 0.8% agarose slab
gel. Gels were run in 40 mM tris 5 mM acetate 1 mM EDTA pH 8.2 at
65 V for three hours at room temperature. Unstained gels were
illuminated with wide UV on a UVP MultiDoc-It Digital Imaging
System and then subsequently stained with coomassie blue and
destained using acetic acid and methanol. Stained gels were also
imaged using a UVP MultiDoc-It Digital Imaging System (Figure S3).
Fluorescence Emission Scans. All samples (encapsulated and

free) were brought to the same EGFP 490 nm absorbance on a UV
spectrometer. A total of 200 μL of these samples were loaded into a
quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length into a Cary Eclipse (Varian)
Fluorescence Spectrometer. Samples were excited at 450 nm, with a 5
nm excitation slit width, and a fluorescence emission scan from 450 to
700 nm was taken. Fluorescence measurements were taken at 90° with
a 5 nm emission slit width. The PMT detector voltage was set to 600
V and the scan rate set to 600 nm/min.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have constructed a triple protein fusion, consisting of the
truncated scaffold protein, GFP, and mCherry catenated
together as a single poly protein (GFP-mCherry-SP). The
P22 scaffold protein directs the assembly of T = 7 icosahedral
capsids when coexpressed with coat protein in an E. coli
expression system. Building on previous work demonstrating
the encapsulation of individual fluorescent proteins in P22,24

we have expanded this bioengineered approach to coencapsu-
late GFP and mCherry, at an exact 1:1 ratio, in high copy
number, into a single capsid. The resulting genetic construct
was sequenced and expressed in E. coli and the particles purified
by ultracentrifugation and size exclusion chromatography prior
to their physical characterization. Importantly, the triple fusion
of GFP-mCherry-SP is still able to template the assembly of the
icosahedral P22 capsids (P22-Cat) with high fidelity.
Once encapsulated in the P22 capsids, the fluorescent

proteins maintain their characteristic absorbance and emission
profiles. This indicates that the two fluorescent proteins are
each folded into their fully functional form. The purified P22-
Cat showed absorption peaks at 495 nm for GFP and 585 nm
for mCherry,25 as well as the expected emission at 505 nm for
GFP and 610 nm for mCherry25 (Figure 2a,b).
The purified P22-Cat capsids were found to be extremely

homogeneous. The P22-Cat was characterized by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) and found to have a diameter of
47 ± 4 nm and to be morphologically indistinguishable from
other recombinant P22 capsids (Figure 2c).13,24 Measurement
of the particle size using HPLC-size exclusion chromatography
coupled to multiangle light scattering (MALS) revealed
particles with a radius of gyration (Rg) of 22.7 nm and by
dynamic light scattering the particles had hydrodynamic radii
(RH) of 30.4 nm (Table 1). From the MALS data an average
particle Mw of 27.5 ± 0.16 MDa was obtained, which
corresponds to 111 ± 2 GFP-mCherry-scaffold protein fusions
per capsid (Table 1). The Mw profile across the SEC elution
profile revealed a monodisperse population of particles (Figure
2d). The capsids exhibit dense packaging with average
occupancy of greater than 24% of the capsid interior (see
Supporting Information for calculation).

The P22-Cat capsids retained the characteristically plastic
morphological transformation from procapsid (PC) to
expanded (EX) forms upon heating to 65 °C, which results
in a doubling of the internal volume and provides a unique
opportunity for investigating the effects of confinement on the
behavior of the encapsulated cargo proteins. The trans-
formation was probed by nondenaturing agarose gel electro-
phoresis where comigration of the fluorescence and coomassie
protein stain confirm that the EX capsids retain the fluorescent
protein cargo (Figure S3). This was further confirmed by the
coelution of both the GFP and mCherry absorbance, together
with the EX capsid, when analyzed by size exclusion
chromatography (Figure S2).
To probe the effects of crowding on communication between

the cargo proteins within a nanocontainer, we engineered a
series of glycine spacers between the coencapsulated GFP and
mCherry catenated fusions and exploited FRET to probe their
interactions. The inherent flexibility of the glycine spacers
allows the pair to structurally accommodate and adjust to the
crowded environment inside the capsid. The resulting fusions
have 6, 12, or 18 glycine residues between the FRET donor and
acceptor. These constructs were grown and purified in the same
manner as P22-Cat-Gly(0) and resulted in the spontaneous in
vivo assembly of icosahedral P22 capsids containing both GFP
and mCherry. All glycine spacer samples showed the
characteristic GFP and mCherry absorbance and emission
profiles (Figure S5). These samples were also extremely
homogeneous in size and cargo loading when analyzed by
TEM, DLS, and MALS (Figures S1 and S2, and Table 1).
Additionally, the P22 capsids packaged with glycine spacer
fusions could access the expanded morphology while retaining
their packaged fluorescent cargo (Figure S3).
GFP and mCherry are an established FRET pair where GFP

is the donor and mCherry is the acceptor, with a characteristic

Figure 2. Characterization of the P22-Cat-Gly(0) construct. (a)
Absorbance spectra of GFP and GFP-mCherry encapsulation inside
P22 showing the characteristic GFP (495 nm) and mCherry (585 nm)
absorbance. (b) Emission spectrum of the purified P22-Cat-Gly(0)
construct showing emission from both GFP (505 nm) and mCherry
(610 nm). (c) TEM of purified P22-Cat-Gly(0) (scale bar is 100 nm).
(d) Size exclusion chromatography and MALS of the monodisperse
P22-Cat-Gly(0) showing the scattering (red) and the corresponding
Mw (blue) of the elution profile.
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FRET length of 55 Å (50% FRET efficiency).26 Under
favorable FRET conditions, mCherry is expected to exhibit
fluorescence even when only GFP is exclusively excited. Upon
selectively exciting GFP (450 nm), mCherry fluorescence was
observed for all GFP-mCherry catenated fusions in PC, EX, and
free states showing that all GFP and mCherry catenated fusions
are FRET active (Figure 3a). The standard technique for
quantifying FRET efficiency is to compare the donor
fluorescence in the molecule of interest (in presence of the
acceptor) with donor fluorescence in a suitable control
molecule (where the acceptor is absent). For our catenated

molecules, where molecular environment is crucial to the study,
this would demand constructing controls where mCherry is
subtly altered such that only its chromophoric property is
destroyed but correct folding and packaging remained
unchanged. Instead, as elaborated below, we follow a simple
method of extracting relative FRET efficiencies in the catenated
molecules.
The fluorescence intensity of GFP (λex: 450 nm; λem: 505

nm) is given by

∝
+ + +

I
k

k k k kex:450
em:505 F

GFP

F
GFP

IC
GFP

ISC
GFP

FRET (1)

where kF
GFP, kISC

GFP, kIC
GFP, and kFRET are the rate constants for

intrinsic fluorescence, intersystem crossing, internal conversion,
and FRET. Similarly, the efficiency of FRET, which is
proportional to mCherry fluorescence (λem: 610 nm), is given
by

∝
+ + +

I
k
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em:610 FRET

F
GFP

IC
GFP

ISC
GFP

FRET (2)

Combining eqs 1 and 2, one obtains

* ∝k I I( / )FRET ex:450
em:610

ex:450
em:505

(3)

Equation 3 assumes that fluorescence yield of mCherry is
identical in all GFP-mCherry constructs being compared. In
reality, this may not be true and therefore the rate constant
kFRET* is only an apparent rate constant. Upon normalization
with mCherry fluorescence yield (ϕex:585

mCherry), kFRET* can be related
to the real FRET rate constant kFRET as

ϕ∝ *k k( / )FRET FRET ex:585
mCherry

(4)

The relative values of fluorescence intensity ratios (kFRET* )
described in eq 3 are effectively mCherry fluorescence
intensities (Iex:450

em:610) in the constructs when the spectra are
normalized at GFP fluorescence peak (Iex:450

em:505). Iex:450
em:505-

normalized (to 100) fluorescence spectra (λex = 450 nm) of
the constructs are shown in Figure 3a, with the mCherry
fluorescence spectra in the inset. If one considers only mCherry
fluorescence (Figure 3b), energy transfer from the donor
(GFP) to the acceptor (mCherry) seems to be strongly
dependent on the molecular environment (i.e., capsid
morphology and packing density), as the most energy transfer
is observed in PC, followed by EX and free state.
To obtain relative values of kFRET from mCherry fluorescence

(Iex:450
em:610) intensities, relative fluorescence yields of mCherry

Table 1. Summary of the Physical Characteristics of the P22 Encapsulated Systemsa

sample fusion Mw (Da) Rg
b (nm, MALS) RH

b (nm, DLS) radius (nm, TEM) total Mw (MDa) # cargo

P22 GFP PC 45515 22.5 25 ± 2 22.5 ± 0.5 32.4 282
P22 mCherry PC 45994 22.5 24.5 ± 2.5 22.5 ± 0.5 30.5 238
P22 Cat PC 71582 22.7 30.3 ± 2.5 23.5 ± 2 27.5 ± 0.16 111
P22 Cat EX 25.0 26.9 ± 0.12
P22 Cat-Gly(6) PC 72167 22.3 ± 0.07 34.6 ± 3.2 22 ± 2 28.4 ± 0.01 123
P22 Cat-Gly(6) EX 24.0 ± 1.4 27.3 ± 0.62
P22 Cat-Gly(12) PC 72751 23.4 ± 1.2 35.3 ± 2.6 26.5 ± 1 27.0 ± 0.23 103
P22 Cat-Gly(12) EX 24.4 ± 1.4 25.7 ± 0.94
P22 Cat-Gly(18) PC 73336 24.9 ± 0.12 34.8 ± 4 30 ± 2 26.4 ± 0.74 93
P22 Cat-Gly(18) EX 24.8 ± 0.1 26.4 ± 0.77

aSamples were measured for homogeneity, size, and total particle molecular weight using high-performance liquid chromatography coupled to multi-
angle light scattering (MALS), dynamic light scattering (DLS), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). All samples were run in triplicate and
reported values are averages of the three runs. bRg = radius of gyration, RH = radius of hydration.

Figure 3. (a) Fluorescence spectra (λex = 450 nm) of GFP-
(Gly)nmCherry constructs in free, PC and EX states, normalized at
GFP emission (505 nm). FRET-induced mCherry fluorescence spectra
(610 nm) are shown in the inset after removal of GFP fluorescence tail
by subtracting fluorescence spectra of appropriate controls lacking
mCherry. (b) mCherry fluorescence intensities (from inset of panel a)
in GFP-(Gly)nmCherry constructs as a function of (Gly)n spacer. The
fluorescence of GFP-(Gly)0mCherry in the free state is normalized to
100. (c) Relative fluorescence yields of mCherry (λex = 585 nm; λem =
610 nm) in GFP-(Gly)nmCherry constructs as a function of (Gly)n
spacer. The fluorescence yield of mCherry in GFP-(Gly)0mCherry in
free state is normalized to 1.0. (d) Relative FRET in GFP-
(Gly)nmCherry constructs as a function of (Gly)n spacer. Relative
kFRET was estimated by dividing mCherry fluorescence of panel (b) by
mCherry fluorescence yields of panel (c).
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ϕex:585
mCherry were estimated for the four constructs in all three

molecular environments (Figure 3c). ϕex:585
mCherry values are fairly

independent of glycine spacer length in the PC and the EX
environments and similar to each other. In the free state,
ϕex:585
mCherry is also independent of glycine spacer length and slightly

less than that in PC and the EX states. However, for the
catenated GFP-mCherry (without a glycine spacer) in the free
state, ϕex:585

mCherry is about 2-fold higher. It is possible that the
degree of solvation plays a role in dictating mCherry
fluorescence yields in GFP-(Gly)n-mCherry constructs in the
capsid-free state, with the solvent accessibility of GFP-(Gly)0-
mCherry being markedly less (leading to less fluorescence
quenching) than that in other samples. When encapsulated,
quenching pathways unique to the capsid interior might
dominate, making the effect of solvation secondary.
Relative values of kFRET, obtained by normalizing ϕFRET*

(Figure 3b) with ϕex:585
mCherry (mCherry emission, Figure 3c) are

shown in Figure 3d. Compared to the capsid-free state, FRET is
about 5-fold enhanced in the most crowded capsid-encapsu-
lated state (PC). Similarly, FRET in the expanded capsid state
(EX) is 3-fold enhanced over the capsid-free state. This
demonstrates enforced communication through encapsulation.
FRET-communication between GFP and mCherry can be
mediated by inter- as well as intramolecular pathways. In the
capsid-free state, where FRET increases with glycine linker
length (n = 0, 6, and 12) and then decreases (n = 18),
intermolecular communication is expected to be insignificant
due to the low concentration (approximately 1.4 μM).
Increasing FRET with increasing linker length (up to n = 12)
shows that the polyglycine flexible linkers, even when
separating the GFP and mCherry by several covalent bonds,
maintain GFP-mCherry distance distributions similar to that of
the no-linker case and probably yield more optimized GFP-
mCherry orientations, yielding enhanced FRET. For the
(Gly)18-case, FRET is slightly less efficient, suggesting that, at
this linker length, the GFP-mCherry distance distributions
possibly start to sample longer distances. Although, the overall
FRET is much enhanced in the encapsulated forms (PC and
EX), the linker-length dependence of FRET is qualitatively
similar to that of the capsid-free form. The origin of the
enhanced kFRET in the procapsid form, the most densely
packaged form where the scaffold proteins are interacting with
the capsid wall, is most likely due to the enforced proximity of
multiple fusions crowded around the inner capsid surface and,
thus, suggests that both inter- and intramolecular communica-
tion is occurring between the encapsulated fluorescent proteins.
In fact, the TEM images show a ring of protein density
immediately inside the capsid suggesting this model is valid
(Figures 2 and S5). Additionally, dense encapsulation may
force catenated pairs to bend in their flexible linker region and
be closer than they would be free in solution. Once in the
expanded form the volume doubles and the scaffold protein is
released from the capsid wall. This morphological change
relieves some of the enforced proximity and, in turn,
intermolecular communication, as measured by kFRET, is
diminished. However, even in the EX form the kFRET between
GFP and mCherry occurs at a level higher than seen in their
free in solution counterparts, indicating some residual
intermolecular communication most likely due to the
continued high internal concentration (∼4 mM vs 1.4 μM in
the free state).

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have successfully demonstrated the first example of
stoichiometrically controlled coencapsulation of two interacting
proteins and enforced their molecular communication within
the confined environment of a virus-like particle. Not only does
the P22 scaffold protein-mCherry-GFP fusion fold correctly
and maintain the fluorescence of the proteins, but the scaffold
protein accurately templates the assembly of P22 capsids
around the triple catenated protein fusion. The resulting
capsids are homogeneous in size with dense packaging on the
order of ∼100 fusions per capsid (8 mM internal concen-
tration), occupying more than a quarter of the interior capsid
volume.
The flexible glycine linker separated GFP-mCherry pair in

the capsid-free state show intramolecular FRET, where FRET
efficiency increases with increasing spacer length before falling
off for the (Gly)18-spacer. The encapsulated FRET pairs
experience intra-, as well as intermolecular, FRET due to their
enforced confinement inside the capsid. The fluorescence
spectra of the fusion proteins show a clear difference between
encapsulated and free in solution with the encapsulated samples
showing significantly enhanced (3- to 5-fold) FRET over their
free in-solution counterparts. Additionally, the FRET signal is
much higher in the procapsid form and becomes more bulk-like
in the expanded capsid. The spacer length-dependencies of the
FRET pair inside and outside the capsid are qualitatively
similar. Although the current study cannot quantitatively
partition the FRET observed inside the capsid into inter- and
intramolecular components, it is clear that both mechanisms
are operative.
Crowding and confinement have a profound effect on

cellular processes and might make macromolecular interactions
quite different from the same reaction occurring in dilute
solution. Our P22 encapsulation system is a promising platform
to study these effects, as crowding is inherent to this
programmed self-assembly and the confinement volume is
definable, predictable, and modular with the capsids ability to
be expanded without the loss of encapsulated cargo. These
results highlight the possibility for chemical communication of
coencapsulated enzymes performing product-substrate ex-
change inside a viral capsid.
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